
Kaduu offers a cost-effective deep and dark web monitoring services through a scalable multi-tenant
SaaS platform. Kaduu specializes in the surveillance of darknet markets and forums, the monitoring
of botnet logs, and the procurement of logs on behalf of clients from darknet sources. The platform
includes the monitoring of alternative communication channels such as IRC and I2P. Kaduu extends
its deep web surveillance with GitHub, Cloud Storages, Shodan and credit card market places.

KADUU PARTNER PROGRAM

WHAT IS 
KADUU?

WHY
KADUU?

Kaduu provides an external view of an organization's risk and shows which data is visible to a hacker
from the outside. This can help to detect attacks in preparation or to close vulnerabilities on a
technical or organizational level. 

GO TO MARKET STRATEGIES WITH KADUU

Are your employees' credentials in the data? Are there risky employees logging in to
different services with the same or similar passwords?
How is the trend of security incidents developing and how does the organization
compare to the industry? 
Who and what is being said about you on the dark web and is data being offered for
sale on black markets? 
Is there sensitive data on the deep web and which servers and vulnerabilities can a
hacker see from the outside?

Dark Web Threat Reports: With our reports, we can map the risks of the dark web for an
organization and answer the following questions:

Monitoring: Dark web monitoring allows MSSPs to identify threats before they materialize
into full-blown attacks. By keeping an eye on cybercriminal activities, MSSPs can notify
their clients of potential data breaches, enabling them to take preventative measures

Boost your sales! Telling organizations that they are at risk of having their data
compromised is one thing, but showing it has a different impact! Use Kaduu to
demonstrate to customers and prospects the potential risk they are facing in real time. In
a crowded market, offering dark web monitoring can help MSSPs to stand out. This value-
added service demonstrates a commitment to maintaining the highest level of security,
attracting new clients and retaining existing ones.

Pentesting: Dark web monitoring can offer invaluable insights for penetration testers. By
understanding the attacker’s perspective, testers can identify weak points and potential
attack vectors, improving the overall security posture of their clients. The credentials
found in Kaduu can be used for realistic credential stuffing attacks.

HOW WE
CAN
SUPPORT
YOU?

Onboarding: The onboarding is included in our prices and consists of two steps. Step 1 -Partner
onboarding: After the free registration on Kaduu, we will give your team a short introduction to Kaduu
and show you how to retrieve data from the different sources and filter it for relevant risks. Step 2 -
Client onboarding: For your first project, our team will again support you in creating the correct search
queries and evaluations. If required, you can also create your own accounts on Kaduu for your clients.

Credential Stuffing Attack. Credential stuffing is a method of cyberattack in which attackers use lists of
compromised user credentials to penetrate a system. We can support MSSP in such attacks and use the
data found in Kaduu on behalf of the end customer for realistic Red Team attack scenarios. The
information collected in the infrastructure scan from external servers that have logins is examined using
dictionary attacks created from Kaduu data.

Consulting: No resources or know-how to analyze the data in Kaduu? Benefit from our concierge service
for partners in the first year. For affordable rates we provide you with an analyst who analyzes the
searches and results for you and prepares them for the customer or assist you in report generation.



Unlimited Kaduu license for an unlimited number of customers for 12
months
All Kaduu functions unlocked.
Free onboarding together with the partner and the first customer project
(min 2 h).
Assistance with reporting and analysis of data or creation of customer
reports
Access to marketing materials like customizable flyers & access to
exclusive firsthand research leak news. 
Listing the partner on the Kaduu website & active marketing (press release,
social media activity).

Offer your clients the best protection against dark web risks at a the most
competitive price in the market. We guarantee to be the most affordable
solution in the market allowing our MSSP partners to have better margins.
Choose between pay-as-you-go or unlimited access for a fixed price.

Fixed Price first year early adopter program: It is comprehensible that at the
start it is not yet possible to estimate how many customers are interested in
darknet monitoring. The lower the investment, the less pressure there is to
achieve immediate commercial success. For this reason we offer interested
partners an "Early Adopter" program, where you pay a fixed fee of 5’000 USD
and can sell the service to an unlimited number of customers for 12 months.
The size of the customers and the number of used functions on Kaduu are not
limited. This one-time fixe fee includes the following:

Pay-as-you-go: As an alternative to the fixed-price model, you can also
choose our popular pay-as-you-go model. You will get a free access to Kaduu.
Once you have acquired a customer, we will charge you for the Kaduu access
for that customer. The access costs between 50 and 170 USD per month
depending on the desired functionality. The minimum duration is 6 months. 

AFFORDABLE
AND FLEXIBLE
PRICING MODEL

KADUU PARTNER PROGRAM

Want to know more? Sign up today for our partner program and contact
us under info@kaduu.io or sign up on our website under
https://kaduu.io/partner-program/. 

Adress: Kaduu AG, Chamerstrasse 172, 6300 Zug, Switzerland

Website: https://kaduu.io
E-Mail: Info@kaduu.io

https://www.instagram.com/kaduu.io
https://www.youtube.com/@kaduudarkwebmonitoring
https://twitter.com/CtiKaduu
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kaduu/ 

Switzerland +41 (0)26 543 41 08 | USA +1 5126961498

CONTACT US


